The Open Commons Consortium (OCC) is a 501(c)(3) not for profit organization that builds data commons and data ecosystems infrastructure for human and societal impact.

#datasharingmakesyoufriends

## Our Expertise

**Governance**
Manage user access and data commons governance to allow for faster decision-making processes.

**Self Service**
Automation solutions for data commons to accelerate research and discovery.

**FISMA Ecosystems**
Operate and manage FISMA moderate security boundaries around your data following NIST 800-53 safeguards.

**Cloud Cost Optimization**
Enable organizations to manage cloud environment costs with confidence.

**CSOC**
Monitor, detect and respond to cybersecurity threats to protect data.

**DevSecOps**
Application and infrastructure security throughout the entire software development lifecycle.

## We Work with Leading Cloud Partners

![AWS](https://www.amazonaws.com)
![Google Cloud](https://www.google.com/cloud)
![Microsoft Azure](https://www.microsoft.com/azure)

## OCC Managed Commons

- **6** data commons
- **Over 25 million** files
- **226** TB of data
- **Over 224,000** subjects

Contact us: [WWW.OCC-DATA.ORG](http://WWW.OCC-DATA.ORG) | [INFO@OCC-DATA.ORG](mailto:INFO@OCC-DATA.ORG)